Fall 2020 President’s List – School of Policy Studies

Degree-seeking students with a minimum Georgia State cumulative GPA of 2.00 who earn a 4.00 GPA for the semester and complete at least nine semester hours of academic credit with no incompletes.

Abedine, Reuben
Abu Kaifiya, Jinan
Abu, Toluwalashe
Aguilar, Ashley
Ahmed, Mashfia
Allomong, Patrick
Alonso, Lalezka
Bacon, Taylor
Bader, Hannah
Barbee, Amber
Baxter, Jada
Beery, David
Belgrave, Diamond
Bemby, Tamiria
Bennett, Kantchanok
Berry, Jaeda
Brentlinger, Carly
Brentlinger, Stephen
Bridges, Christopher
Brink, Daena
Brivette, Carmen
Broderick, Channen
Broderick, Kelsi
Brown, Xiandria
Burge, Lydia
Caballero, Nadia
Call Gomez, Isabel
Castillo, Kristin
Chanchevalap, Cynthia
Chordiya, Viraj
Chowdhury, Tanvir
Clark-Blake, Doreen
Conner, Jake
Connolly, Thomas
Cummings, Nikki
Curry-sims, Keyara
Dash, Aba’Breionna
Daugherty, Allyson
Davidson, Lauren
Deakin, Jackson
Delettera, Nicole
Dhakal, Bhanu
Diallo, Ramatoulaye
Dunbar, Victoria
Easley, Elisabeth
Epplley, Catherine
Estrada, Taylor
Ferer, Zachary
Garza, Jalia
Gauvin, Arisa
Getachew, Matios
Godinho Silveira, Sophia
Graham-Simms, Aulona
Gray Wymbs, Jennifer
Green, Elizabeth
Greer, Anthony
Gunter, Sydney
Haider, Fatima
Halcomb, Fred
Hamsa, Phelia
Haque, Tanzina
Hargrove, Melanie
Harris, Jonathan
Harris, Kennedy
Harrison, Laila
Hayes, Ke’Andra
Henderson, Dylan
Herculano, Leslie
Hoque, Iman
Hurtado, Wendy
Hysaw, Halimah
Illi, Rachelle
Isaac, Breonna
James, Gabrielle
Jameshenry, Roopasree
Jeanfrancois, Sunishia
Jimenez, Josselyn
Johnson, CaNeshia
Johnson, Lyanni
Jones, Davis
Jones, Marcus
Jordan, Bailey
Joshi, Shree
Juarez, Leslie
Kelly, Kierra
Kidd, Adrian
Kimble, Devan
Koenig, Sophie
Kryk, Megan
Laursen, Deborah
Le, Maxwell
Leanos, Camila
Lee, Tionna
Longdin, Lisa
Lorey, Julianna
Lushaj, Eva
Luu, Long
Mahida, Ayush
Martinez Castillo, Samantha
Martinez, Kennedy
Mason, Amanda
Mayo, Clinton
McDonald, Celeste
McGaha, Antonio
McIntosh, Alexander
Mejia, Marla
Mondragon, Erica
Montes, Melinda
Morris, Mackenzie
Munoz, Ana
Nair, Ragini
Nguyen, Jenifer
Nguyen, Thu
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Nguyen, Toan
Noack, Alison
Noor, Laiba
Normand, Courtney
Norris-Rocaberte, Isabella
Ocasio, Tatiana
Ogunyemi, Tolulope
Oluwa, Destiny
Orr, Katherine
O'Shaughnessy, Abbey
Park, Sun
Park, Taegue
Peaks, JaChe
Powell, Asia
Prelutsky, Brady
Pressley, Jasmine
Ramirez, Lizzet
Rivera, Guillermo
Roberts, Perjah
Rose, Lauren
Sanchez-Sarabia, Mariela
Santizo-Gonzalez, Jennie
Sesmas, Anahi
Sevy, Shane
Shin, Mimi
Skates, Keara
Skinner, Delanie
Skiotis, Hannah
Smith, Brianna
Song, Jennifer
Sotelo, Hugo
Soto, Jilny
Stallings, Sharita
State, Andrei
Stephens, Hannah
Stewart, Zarah
Stringer, Nichole
Thach, Victoria
Thomas, Amber
Thorne, Madison
Tran, Thao
Turner, David
Valdespino, Liany
Valdez Martinez, Christofer
Vallejo, Serenity
Vance, Paul
Verizova, Elizabet
Vlkovic, Ava
Wakefield, Emily
White, Raven
Whitlock, Teneisha
Willard, Maya
Williams, Jasmine
Wilson, Ashley
Wilson, Chamiya
Wininger, Alexis
Wright, Kimberly
Yalartai, Cyril
Yang, Julian
Yoo, Brian
Yousef, Rana
Zaem, Siang
Zimelewicz Pires, Vinicius